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I am Yukiko Michitaro.
I am living with my grandparents
because I have been sick.
I wanted to stay with my mother,
and when she left me here, I cried
and scratched my itchy *atopic body.
But now I am very happy.

*Atopic dermatitis (eczema) is an itchy inflammation of the skin.
It may be the result of pesticide in food crops, or improper diet habits.

My grandfather runs a little bakery.
He used to work in a big city bakery but after he retired,
he moved here and opened a little store of his own.
Every morning, cars from the city park outside Grandpa’s bakery.
“You’re out of bread already?” people say to Grandpa.
“I’m terribly sorry,” he says. “But all my bread is sold out.”
As soon as the bakery opens, Grandpa’s bread is gone.
Why do people like it so much?

On Grandma’s table there is brown rice
and delicious fresh vegetables.
Grandma says to Grandpa, “Look at Yukiko!
Remember when she first came here?
She was always scratching herself red.”
“Of course, I remember,” says Grandpa.
“She whined because she didn’t like
brown rice and vegetables,
but she has changed a lot.”
Grandma and Grandpa are right.
I stopped taking medicine ages ago,
and I hardly feel itchy any more.

“Healthy eating and living will make her better
and she will grow strong like the wheat
in those fields,” said Grandpa. Then he said,
“Yukiko, I will tell you the secret of my bread
if you eat brown rice and vegetables.”
Little by little, I learned to enjoy
vegetables and grainy brown rice.

I owe thanks to Grandpa, for good health.
When I came, he stopped my medication.
“But what if Yukiko gets worse?”
Grandma asked in a worried voice.

When it was autumn,
Grandpa took me to the empty field.
“I want to teach you to make bread.”
“Grandpa, how can you make bread here?”
“This is where it starts,” he told me.
“My secret recipe begins with this seed.
I plant the seed and wait for it to sprout.”
“That will take a very long time,” I said.
“Can’t you just buy some flour and make it?”
“I used to buy my flour,” replied Grandpa.
“One summer I closed the bakery and went
on a trip for a week. When I came back
I found some bread that still looked and felt fresh.
This meant that harmful things were added
to the flour so the bread would not spoil.
Ever since then, I have planted
and grown my own wheat.”

Every day, Grandpa taught me about bread.
“Now pour the yeast and warm water
into the wheat flour and stir like this.”
“Am I doing it right?” I asked.
“Yes, Yukiko. You’re doing a fine job.”
I stirred the bread dough. “Grandpa,
when will the wheat start to sprout?”
“Seeds take their own time,” he said.
“You cannot hurry the making of bread.”
Then I realized that Grandpa’s secret
was all about waiting.

Every morning, after all the bread was sold,
I would eat a healthy breakfast.
Then I went out to the wheat field.
One morning I called, “Look, Grandpa!
The wheat is starting to wake up!”
Then I had a little talk to the wheat,
“Little sprouts, you will be strong and healthy
without any chemicals sprayed on you.
So you keep growing and growing, okay?”
“What are you doing?” said Grandpa.
“I’m sharing a secret with the sprouts,”
I replied. “I want them to grow strong.”

Organic food is food which has been produced to standards
designed to keep the production more natural.

Spring frosts were white on the field
but the green sprouts grew and grew.

Then the days grew warmer and the wheat
blossomed under the kindness of the sun.

Rain fell and trickled into the earth.
The roots soaked up the water
and sent it up the stems and leaves.
Soon small heads of wheat appeared.
I was no itchy any more.

Spring passed into summer
and the golden colored plants
had full ears of wheat grain on them.
Grandpa said now was the time.

The hull, the outside skin,
came off the grain
and we ground the wheat
into fine flour.

Grandpa cut the wheat stalks.
Then Grandma and I put the stalks
into the thresher,
to shake out the grain.

Grandpa would now be using new
flour to make his delicious bread.
I was so excited,
that I could hardly sleep.

Early the next morning, we sifted the flour,
added salt, natural *yeast and warm water
and then began to knead the dough.
Next we put it into a large bowl
and covered it with a moist cloth.
The bowl sat in a warm place
until the dough had swelled up.
At last, the dough was ready for the oven.
I whispered, “Bake well, my friend!
Take your slow time to be good.”
Grandpa said, “Let’s name today’s bread.
Let’s call it Yukiko’s hearty tasty loaves.”
*Yeast is a micro-organism that causes fermentation,
the magical process allowing a dense mass of dough
to become a well-risen loaf of bread.

At last the bread was baked.
It had come from a little seed in the earth,
growing naturally and slowly,
following the wheat’s own time.
Then it was cut, threshed, ground into flour
and baked into tasty, healthy bread.
The delicious aroma of fresh bread
spread through the morning air.

This morning, cars lined up as usual.
Grandma said that people came here
because a little bit of Grandpa’s heart
was in every loaf he made.
Today people would take home bread
with a bit of Yukiko’s heart in it.

As I breathed the fresh morning air,
I heard Grandma calling, “Yukiko!
Get your Grandpa and come for breakfast!”

Like Grandpa’s special bread,
a little bit of Grandma’s heart
goes into every meal she makes,
and I have become very strong.
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JAPAN: Yukiko’s Homeland

Grandfather’s Bread-Making Secret

Japan is an island country in the east of the Asian
continent. Its four largest islands are Hokkaido,
Honshu, Shikoku and Kyushu. The state of Japan
was formed in the early 4th century and was united
in 1615 under the rule of Tokugawa Ieyasu. Today,
Japan has become one of the world’s economic
powerhouses.

Hello Girls and Boys,
My name is Yukiko from Japan.
Did you enjoy my grandfather’s secret way
of making slow, healthy, delicious bread?
I wonder why people use harmful chemicals
and toxins to grow grains and prepare food.
It just doesn’t make any sense.
These chemicals harm our health and cause people like me
to suffer from irritable skin conditions like eczema.
They also cause harm to the earth.
I wish there were more people like Grandpa,
people who care about the well-being of others.
Then we would all be able to eat our food
without having to worry about our health.
Sincerely,
Yukiko

Area: 377,873 km2
Capital: Tokyo
Major Language: Japanese

The Economy of Japan

The Land of Volcanoes and Earthquakes
The Japanese archipelago is located in the seismic zone
called the Circum-Pacific seismic zone. There are many
active volcanoes still in Japan and it experiences
earthquakes nearly every day. Each year, Japan
is said to have some 1,200 small earthquakes.

Japan is an advanced industrial nation and a world leader in manufacturing industries.
With cutting edge technology, Japan ranks first in the world in production. It excels
in high-tech industries including robotics, semiconductors and game software.

Hot Springs
Let’s Think
What is organic farming?
Why is organic farming good?
What are the pros and cons
of organic farming?

Nature may have left Japan frequent
earthquakes, but it has also given the country,
celebrated hot springs. There are many hot
springs because most of the archipelago lies
in a seismic zone. The 2,500 hot springs
together with beautiful landscape, are
a significant resource for attracting tourism
revenue.
Sakurajima volcano
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What Is Organic Farming?

Organic Produce – Where Do I Start?

Organic farming is a form of natural cultivation that does
not use agricultural chemicals, artificial fertilizers, pesticides,
disinfectants, herbicides and growth hormones. Instead
it uses environmentally friendly biological pest control and
other natural alternatives. This method relies on compost
and micro-organisms to maintain vegetable growth. In order
to prevent acidification and pollution of the soil, and to
sustain productivity, organic farming either reserves a time
of rest for the soil, or incorporates a method of crop rotation
whereby different vegetation is sown in succession.

It is probably best to start by switching to organic
alternatives to staple foods such as rice, flour, soy sauce,
tofu, eggs and bean sprouts. Though the price of organic
alternatives may be about 30% higher than their non-organic
substitutes, it is in your best health interest to switch to
organic grains, fruits and vegetables.

Organic Products in South Korea

Why Is Organic Farming Necessary?
Children are more susceptible to the harm of chemicals.
According to studies, children are several times more likely
to develop cancer or hormonal diseases caused by chemical
intake, than are adults. Also, agricultural chemicals and
toxins cause land, water and other environmental pollution.

Organic sweet potatoes

What Is Organic Produce?
Organic produce is environmentally friendly produce grown naturally. Crops must be grown
for more than three years without agricultural chemicals or artificial fertilizers, before they can
be certified as “organic.” Produce in the first year is called “in-conversion produce” ; produce
grown with artificial fertilizers but without agricultural chemicals are “pesticide-free produce;”
those grown with less than half the normal amount of agricultural chemicals are called
“low-pesticide produce.”
Environmentally friendly certified

Organic Produce

Pesticide-Free Produce

Low-Pesticide Produce

Environmentally friendly certified mark of approval

As of December 2003, South Korea produced 594,000 tons
of organic food annually, approximately 3% of all agricultural
production. Yet, included in this figure is all “in-conversion
produce,” “pesticide-free produce,” and “low-pesticide
Organic cabbages
produce.” Furthermore, “organic produce” defined as goods
grown organically for at least three years, accounts for a mere
0.4% of Korea’s total agricultural production. In other
developed countries such as USA, Germany, UK, France,
organic goods account for 1% - 2% of total agricultural
production. In Denmark it is as high as 3%. Though these
figures are high in comparison with South Korea, they are
still low for the standards of a developed country. Organic
agricultural production needsto increase, not just for health’s
sake, but also to protect the environment.

Let’s Talk
Things to keep in mind when choosing organic produce.
1. Check the manufacture details.
2. Look for the certified mark of approval.
What category is it?
3. Produce that is truly organic is usually smaller in size,
so do not judge by appearances.
4. Organic produce is comparatively expensive.
If you are looking for an affordable option,
you may consider a pesticide-free alternative.

